
UNIQUE RETREATS

THE NEW WAY TO LEAD

RETREAT BY DESIGN



You are curious about a Retreat by Design? What next ….

What the minimum time required of me?

How do I choose the right sessions for me from the Collective
team available?

The Collective

How do the sessions work?

What is the investment start price?

How do I move forward

How do I receive more information?

UNIQUE ONLINE RETREATS

RETREAT BY DESIGN

Clarity To Your Frequently Asked Questions
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UNIQUE ONLINE RETREATS

RETREAT BY DESIGN

Book a 10 minute complimentary call by emailing julie@retreatbydesign.com

   It is great that you are curious about a Retreat by Design. 

   What we need to do next, is communicate. 

   There are 2 options …

1.

   2. Book a Full Consultation – Seek The Solution Consultation = £297

   This consultation call is intuitive as well as holistic - Introducing a new modality –
   moving from an out-moded modality into one that is the sociology of the dynamic
   shift – a new movement. A clarity for certainty, certainty from the inside out – on
   every level - personally, professionally, emotionally, spiritually, mindfully and
   financially.

   To book your self-discovery consultancy call, email julie@retreatbydesign.com

You Are Curious About a Retreat By Design? What Next?
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UNIQUE RETREATS

RETREAT BY DESIGN

The minimum time is a full clear 2 days = 48 hours – either week or weekends to suit
you. 

The maximum time is 5 days – week or weekends to suit you. Perhaps see this as
your annual holiday!

What Is The Minimum Time Required of Me?
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How do I choose the right sessions for me from the
Collective team available?

Meditation and Intuitive consultancy
Health and wellbeing strategies
Advanced emotional healing
Professional empowerment coaching
Physical health and movement sessions
Clarity through Astrology

After your Conscious Consultancy Call, we will have more of an idea of your needs
and provide you with a tailored bespoke program.

The following modalities and treatments will be available to you:
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The Collective

A conduit vehicle for exploring the DNA
within oneself, the often-hidden purpose
and potential that is never acknowledged,
often diminished through layers and layers of
external conditioning culturalization,
socialization and misplaced values that
separates someone from a sense of self and
purpose. When the DNA within you is
unleashed, you become awakened and
aware to all that you are.

Working with Julie enables you to get to the
root of the issue, identifying the core of the
problem, to provide the right
outcome.

Julie Anne Hart

Julie works with visionary prophecy creating higher dimensional leadership.

Jacqui Moore

Life is movement – physical, intellectual,
emotional, spiritual and mystical. Jacqui helps
you to unlock this movement to create
balance, wholeness and completion with self,
so you can move into your higher potential
with ease.

Jacqui brings greatness through grace and
gratitude in understanding the bodies energy
through the activation of movement and the
integration in alignment with the power of our
emotions, mind and unique essence. 

Jacqui works with movement to align you to your potential.

It is the alchemy for forward movement of inspired production.

Working with Jacqui enables you to ignite your inspiration through movement.
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The Collective

Her focus is personal and professional dynamics –
igniting your pathways to peace, passion and
purpose.

Sarah brings forth her unique energy of love, truth
and humanity. Sharing a deep understanding and a
longevity of experience of what needs to change
within the workplace and within oneself in order to
restore balance and harmony within the inter-
dynamics of how one relates. When these inter-
dynamics are fully understood and integrated both
personally and professionally within the way you
relate to all things, there will be a rise of potential,

Sarah Trim

Sarah leads with compassion when working with empowerment and core values.
Helping you end the separation that creates competition.
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Pam Bailey
Pam is an expert in change management.
Pam uses her innate expertise and high-
level corporate experience, connecting you
to unlimited leadership to birth your
brilliance.

Pam delivers understanding, advancement, the
art of leadership and feminine power in a
multitude of ways, including the advancement of
health and wellbeing & the balance of work,
home and leadership. A prelude to the bespoke
potential within the individual.

Working with Pam enables you to align with
health management.

productivity and a deeper understanding of the human mechanics of profit. 
Working with Sarah enables you to find the clarity to prioritise what is important in life and
leadership.
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The Collective

She enables you to awaken to your inner self,
helping you on your journey to self-discovery by
removing blocks and restrictions that hold you
back.

Alison brings forth the acknowledgement and
ownership of true emotional health and wellbeing.
When one identifies with the emotional health or ill
health at the core of their being, through the
identification process they are able to release,
rise, heal, empower and lead, through the
activation of all senses. This brings forth insight,
intuition and advanced inner knowing of the
potential within.

Working with Alison enables you to balance the
senses in order to encapsulate positive, mental
attitude.

Alison Jarvis
Alison is a natural healer who is a catalyst for change.
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Deborah Morgan

Deborah focuses on the prediction of rhythm and flow through personal and
professional timing. Clarity comes from understanding your energetic cycles.

Deborah delves into the hidden wisdom of
ancient knowledge that allows your
advancement on every level. It is in the depths
of personal understanding that graces you with
the knowledge to personally shine. Through
understanding your energy, rhythm and flow,
akin to planet. When you understand when to
stop and when to start, your health and wealth
will advance.

Working with Deborah enables you to receive
direct Life Path guidance.
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Over the period of the retreat, you are provided with a variety of sessions from the
above Collective team.  You will receive a personal Retreat by Design schedule
detailing the dates and times of your sessions.  

The program will be bespoke to your needs and balanced with regards to the
emotional and the physical.  Time will be provided between each session for your
personal downloads, nourishment and reflection.

How Do The Sessions Work?
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What Is the Investment Start Price?

Start from £1,500 (GBP) for a 2-day bespoke Retreat by Design.

How Do I Move Forward?

By contacting Julie Anne Hart at julie@retreatbydesign.com

Can I Sign Up To Receive More Information?

Yes! When you requested this brochure, you were offered the opportunity to opt-in
to our email list, so we can keep you informed about upcoming events and retreats
via email. If you have already signed up, keep an eye out in your inbox! If not, but
you would like to, you can do so here - https://retreatbydesign.com/more-
information

We are excited to serve you. Please let us know if you have any further queries, by
messaging julie@retreatbydesign.com


